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M1
Designed by Piergiorgio Cazzaniga

Informal elegance and classic lines characterise the M1 chair by Piergiorgio Cazzaniga.
Available with a stainless steel or matt white painted base and white plastic shell, this chair is a 100% recyclable 
green proposal for various outdoor environments.
With its essential silhouette, it fits easily into terraces, gardens, public or private swimming pools, but also into 
more urban contexts.
Stackable up to 16 units, the M1 chairs can be stored easily to save space.

OUTDOOR VERSION
Outdoor use for the chair with white shell and base in: satin-finished 316 stainless steel for an absolute 
resistance to atmospheric agents and matt painted white.

INDOOR VERSION
The bases are available in: satin-finish 304 or 316 stainless steel, chrome-plated or steel painted with polyester 
powder with matt white, lead grey, mud brown, green, avio blue and powder pink finish. The shells can be 
matched with the bases in the same colour (with plain colour effect) or with the chrome-plated or stainless steel 
finishes. Fully recyclable.
The standard version can come with an upholstery kit (in fabric or leather plus padding) which makes the shell 
fully padded. Polyurethane filling. The upholstery kit can be purchased separately and is easy to remove, thus 
leaving the chair in the standard version.



ACCESSORIES

L54 D49.7 H75.7 cm
seat H44 cm

M1  H/D/L

trolley coupling device 



Finishing
The number in the dot corresponds to the number of colour/material finish.

Here below, in the section FINISH OPTIONS, please note all the colours of the materials used for this product.
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Finish options

BASE

Painted

Matt painted 
white X053

316 stainless 
steel

             

SHELL

Plastic

Plastic white

               


